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Memoirs of the first woman from the CIA in
Moscow describe the betrayal and death of the spy
Alexander Ogorodnik from a new perspective. In
the 70s Martha Peterson became the contact link
between Langley and Trianon in Moscow. This
espionage drama culminated in poison in a
fountain pen for the traitor and an impressive

brawl of his contact officer with the KGB capture
group on the bridge.
Martha Peterson went down the ramp at Sheremetyevo Airport on
November 5, 1975.
There was a Nikon camera in the baggage of the blonde, who looked
like a country girl. It was a symbol of her personal account with the
Communists.
John, Martha's husband, bought it in Hong Kong by. Then John was
killed in the jungles of Laos in a helicopter riddled with bullets from a
Kalashnikov. John was not a member of the Red Cross or Salvation
Army. He trained anti-communist detachments to shoot "Reds" on the
Lao section of the Ho Chi Minh Trail.
However, the communists got the better of it.

To Russia with Hate
The amount of blood on Marta’s husband’s hands didn’t matter.
Commies killed her John. The Commies would pay.
Martha joined the CIA. She diligently mastered the intricacies of
espionage and got an assignment to "the most dangerous place for an
American intelligence officer on the planet." That’s what the master of
technical services of the CIA Tony Mendes called Moscow. Even in
Beijing, Havana and East Berlin it was easier for Americans.

The capital of the USSR in the mid-70s made a depressing impression
on Marta.
She was horrified by the shabbiness of Sheremetyevo and the
ordinariness of the Soviet Peking Hotel, which reminded her of the
cheapest American motels. She scratched her head at the three equally
dreary TV channels, where talking heads buzzed about the leading role
of the CPSU, the successes of the national economy and the decay of
capitalism.
Through the eyes of the CIA: How Martha Peterson Wrapped the KGB around her finger

Like other foreigners, the heavy smell of bad tobacco, which was literally
everywhere, drove her crazy. The Americans disdained even touching
Soviet cigarettes. Once that turned out to be a problem: the CIA needed to
buy several packs - but such a strange purchase for the Americans would
attract the attention of the KGB.

Miss Peterson was amazed at the lack of stern “ten-foot KGB officers” and
security cameras everywhere.
Okay, bears with earflaps, they have to be on every corner in Soviet Russia!

She still could not believe there was no hidden video camera in the
hotel room. And she wondered if it would be too much to dance the
striptease while singing heartily, shocking counterintelligence with her
"immoral" conduct.

Martha was amazed at the shabby shops with empty shelves, where
they sold rotten vegetables - but she admired Soviet ice cream, which
she considered the most delicious in the world. She received an
admonition from an oncoming babushka for appearing in the cold
without a cap. Along with other Americans, there was paranoia about
"radiating the US Embassy building with microwaves to induce
cancer" - the prevention of which was special metal screens installed
on the windows.

She still did not know that she would become a participant in a the
most successful operation and at the same time the most serious
failure of the CIA on the Soviet target.

Agent Trigon, aka Trianon
Two years earlier, when the United States withdrew from Vietnam,
while the Syrians and Egyptians tried to open up Israeli fronts, a spy
drama knot was tied in Colombia.
A Second Secretary of the USSR Embassy in Bogota, Alexander
Ogorodnik, was captivated by a certain Pilar Suarez. The party and the
government categorically did not permit this by a Soviet citizen - let
alone a diplomat.
The CIA in Colombia was always looking for weak links at the Soviet
embassy. The diplomat was photographed with a passionate girlfriend.

For an employee of the embassy of another country, this would hardly
be terrible compromising evidence. "We would envy him."

But for the freest Soviet man in the world, and
more so a party member, this meant disaster and
the end of his career. Because it is "not allowed."
The CIA “rolled out” to Suarez and offered money. When she verified
that it was really a “gringo” and not her own secret police interested in
her not always legal affairs, she convinced her lover to talk to a Mr.
from the USA.
A meeting was held in a Turkish bath. According to Martha, the Soviet
diplomat, in response to blackmail, assumed an ostentatious pose.
And for three hours he talked about a passionate desire to help the
cause of freedom and changing the Soviet system from the inside.

Alexander Ogorodnik and Pilar Suarez

With all her sympathy for her future ward, she says bluntly: vulgar
money became Ogorodnik’s main motive.
True, at first, he wanted to immediately give them everything he knew
and to defect to the West. But the CIA official explained that
Washington does not pay traitors for such a trifle. They just salt
ordinary defectors in barrels. Settle in the ghetto and get by as you
can.

So – to Moscow, Tovarishch Plokhish.i1 If we manage to get something
tasty for Langley, then we'll talk about barrels of jam and baskets of
cookies.
At the CIA, Ogorodnik was given the code name TRIGON - “triangle.”
The Russian-speaking reader is more familiar with Julian Semenov
variant - “Trianon.”

The Elusive Avenger
The sexual revolution had already died down - but times remained
patriarchal. In the mid-70s, the KGB did not find Martha Peterson capable
of being a CIA officer. “She’s only a woman!” And fabulously miscalculated.
While the "surveillance" of the appropriate authorities watched almost
every man from the US Embassy day and night, Martha could walk without
"tails" where and how she wanted.

1

Plokhish is the name for a treacherous boy in Arkady Gaydar’s propaganda story Tale of the Military
Secret

At first, the Americans did not believe their luck. More than once they tried
to detect any type of hidden surveillance for Martha - but it did not turn out
to be. Absolutely clean. She became an invaluable find for the Moscow CIA
Station. Miss Peterson traveled freely and walked around Moscow and its
environs, left and picked up “packages,” studied traffic routes. With
vengeful pleasure she used the Nikon of her deceased John to photograph
interesting spots of the Soviet capital for the Directorate.

Martha Peterson
According to Captain Zaitsev of the Seventh Directorate of the KGB, for six
months Martha was looked after like any new employee of the US embassy.
She aroused a minimum of suspicion, not only because of gender, but also
because of her cheerful and frivolous behavior.
Soviet counterintelligence officials believed a CIA staff member
would not "pick off" the cute marines from the embassy or go on
drinking binges with the bohemians. It’s not supposed to be!
Shouldn’t there be at least some sort of moral code for a builder
of capitalism?

And even more so, a “real CIA woman” would not have been lying around
drunk on the steps of the US Embassy or at a Soviet restaurant after yet
another drinking party. Therefore, the KGB decided that since the State
Department is permitting this, it most likely because of “political
influence.” A relative or lover of some big American big shot.
But all attempts of Soviet intelligence officers to lead to her and find out the
details failed.
Counterintelligence officers decided not to waste time and energy on this
loose person.
Well, Martha didn’t do all this specially. It is exclusively in the breadth of
the American soul and cheerfulness of character. The "moral
standshouldn’ards" in the CIA were unimaginably more liberal than the
Soviet ones - the main thing is that people carry out their missions and do
not give themselves away. And how much they drink and with whom they
sleep – this is File 10 – neither here nor there, unless it harms the work.
When transferred to the central apparatus of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs
of the USSR, Ogorodnik indicated his readiness to transmit intelligence to
the CIA about Soviet issues in both Americas. They appointed the “elusive
Martha” as the contact officer.

Fear and Loathing in Moscow
Trianon was incredibly valuable to Langley. The probability of his loss
should be minimized. And Moscow was packed full to the eyeballs with
Soviet counterintelligence.
The communication and transmission of “packages” between the CIA and
Trianon was a complex system, which Semenov described only partially and
inaccurately.
To confirm the receipt or transfer Ogorodnik had to appear in his vehicle at
the agreed place at the right time. If it was not there, the process was
postponed to the next time and place specified in advance. If all arranged
meetings did not take place, and Trianon appeared at a signal point, then
the CIA officers had to exhibit miracles of ingenuity in order to discreetly
throw a camouflaged note with new instructions into his car.

Microfilm in batteries for Trianon
The exchange of instructions, films, intelligence information and other
items useful to both sides was carried out using special camouflaged
packages. In no case should the agent be exposed personally to the contact
officer. The “package” lay in wait to be picked up at the agreed upon place
for about an hour without any surveillance. After about an hour, the contact
officer passed by the spot of the drop - making sure that it had been taken
away, but picking it up if not taken by the agent.
The Americans knew: in the prosperous society of developed
socialism, Soviet citizens instantly expropriated any orphaned
item useful to the household. Therefore, the “packages” were
produced as disgustingly as possible - so that even the last
homeless person or drunk would not be tempted to be interested
in them.
Neil, the technical officer at the Moscow CIA Station, made cases for them
in the form of a rag smeared with fuel oil, a spattered empty milk bag, and a
dirty and wrinkled cigarette pack.
Just in case, a note was still placed in the container with a recommendation
to immediately throw the find into the river and forget it like a nightmare in

order to avoid terrible consequences. After all, there was a lot of interesting
things for the KGB: microfilm with classified documents from the Soviet
Foreign Ministry, instructions to Trianon, gold, and hidden cameras with
film. And such delicate things even by the standards of the CIA, like a pen
with an ampule of poison.

Microfilm container disguised as Chinese flashlight batteries
But all this did not help the Americans extend their work with the most
valuable agent. Psychology intervened.
The dangers of betrayal and intelligence binges
Ogorodnik handed over to the Americans a lot of materials about the work
of the USSR in North and South America. At the CIA, the White House and
the State Department, they were delighted with the priceless source of
information that ruined the efforts of many Soviet people and
organizations.

In return, Trianon received money in a Western bank account, supposedly
family gold with emeralds and some amounts in Soviet rubles for current
expenses.
But this did not make him feel better. Ogorodnik was afraid of failure and
arrest. Creepy. Constantly. Continuously. He complained in letters to the
CIA that he had stopped sleeping, was going bald, and suffered from severe
pain in his stomach. Specialists at Langley and American doctors puzzled,
trying to figure out how to stop or at least slow down the agony of the
valuable agent. They passed him medicine in the dead drops, but it was all
in vain. Trianon crumbled before severe stress and fear.

Photocopy of the decryption of a radiogram to Trianon
Most likely, the KGB owed Ogorodnik’s unmasking to the Czechoslovak
supermole in the Central Intelligence Agency Karel Köcher - but he would
hardly have survived much longer without this. Increasingly, he did not
appear at the rendezvous points and did not leave or pick up exchanges on
time.

At the very beginning of his work in Moscow, he asked the CIA for an
ampule of poison, saying that he was afraid he could not withstand torture
if arrested. Martha writes that at Langley they were surprised, but they
prepared and passed him the pen with poison. Soon, Ogorodnik told them
that he had dropped the pen and other equipment in the river, learning
about an impending security check of him by the KGB department. Later he
requested and received another one.
According to the Soviet account, Trianon poisoned his own bride with the
first ampule - who began to notice too many oddities in his behavior.
They waited months for the parcels. In the embassy bar, Martha and other
CIA officers (along with diplomats and American journalists) drowned the
stress of espionage and life in the USSR with specially supplied Danish
Tuborg Beer.
When they had drunk enough, they thundered to Washington Bring the Nukes! “Drop a nuclear bomb on us to end all this!”
Because life is creepy, it stinks of cabbage and tobacco, Jews are not
allowed to leave, dissidents are offended, the foreign press is not allowed
anywhere, and everyone is monitored.
At times, the American intelligence officers, to do something exotic, went to
Soviet restaurants. Each time, a company of plainclothes comrades just
happened to be beside them. A Soviet-American competition began in
volumes of drink - which ended with songs, dances and joint toasts. During
the Cold War, the KGB and the CIA in Moscow had their own ambience.

One of the restaurants Marta went to
Everything secret becomes clear
When Martha Peterson watched the Soviet television series TASS is
Authorized to Announce - and she, most likely, watched it - she obviously
laughed long and sadly.
An unfriendly elderly CIA officer appears as the contact officer for Trianon.
At the time of capture by comrades from the appropriate authorities, he
screamed in fright and pity, “This is illegal, I am an American diplomat, you
have no right, I will complain!”
The reality – what was in Martha’s memoirs and in the memoirs of
Vladimir Zaitsev, who directed her capture, was much more interesting and
colorful.

Ogorodnik had been exposed. During the visit of the comrades
with cold heads, burning hearts and clean hands, he managed
to take the poison hidden in his pen. So they couldn’t
interrogate Trianon - but the information found was enough to

understand the time and place of the next broadcasts about the
package exchange. The KGB launched Operation “Setun-2.”
At 10:35 pm on July 15, 1977, Martha Peterson arrived at the Krasnoluzhsky
Bridge to leave a “package” disguised as a masonry stone in its niche.

Dead drop on the Krasnoluzhsky Bridge, Moscow
[Tranlator note: the sketch includes dead drop locations and an
inscription, produced by “Peretrukhin,” 15 July 1977. Lt. Colonel Igor
Peretrukhin is the author of Agent Covername Trianon; otherwise
published as What TASS did not Announce.]
Before this, she had shifted around metro stations for several hours to lose
any possible surveillance, and on the move radically changed her
appearance by using CIA methods.
But to no avail. In an emergency within the KGB, they called up absolutely
everyone and “led” all Americans in Moscow to the last man. After the loss
of Ogorodnik, capturing his contact became a matter of honor for
Lubyanka.

The KGB finally figured out the identity of Trianon’s contact during her first
attempt to transfer the cache in the container disguised as a pine branch.
And they were extremely surprised. Martha, the slut, the lover of drinks and
men, was considered perhaps the last of all possible candidates. But at that
moment neither she nor the package was seized. They just watched her
leave the “package” and, after the agreed time, she took the unclaimed
property.
Surveillance officers of the Seventh Directorate had taken her under tight
control. On her second run the KGB also tracked Martha darting around
the Metro and in the back row of the Rossiya movie theater changing
clothes from a summer dress into trousers with a jacket. Until the very last
moment, Peterson was sure that she was not being watched. In fact, dozens
of eyes and lenses measured her every step.
The fight on the bridge
The leaders of the operation watched Martha’s approach to the bridge
through a tank night vision device. And at first, lacking radio
communications, they didn’t even recognize her and mistook her for a man.
Her gait stood out - the KGB knew the gait of every employee of the US
embassy.
When the package was in the niche, strong comrades in civilian clothes,
who up to then looked like peacefully strolling, well-fed peasants, rushed at
Peterson.

Martha Peterson at the moment of detention
“You can’t grab me! Let me go! I am American! Call the
embassy, telephone 252-00-11! ” — Martha roared to everyone
around. Then, according to Captain Zaitsev, who led the seizure, she
demonstrated "a brilliant command of swearing and karate, and she even
had a "black belt."
According to Martha herself, she yelled out loudly to try to warn Ogorodnik
about her capture - if he was waiting somewhere nearby.
Continuing her swearing, she fought back as best she could. She heartily
whacked a fighter in front of the capture group with a kick to the shin.
Zaitsev was wrong. She had not studied karate, but taekwondo, and didn’t
have a black, but a not too high green belt. But that was enough. The enemy
fell, but he immediately grabbed her legs and lifted her into the air. They
finally managed to subdue the ferocious American.
Afterward there were rumors in the CIA that she had sent two KGB officers
to the hospital with slashing kicks to the groin - but Martha herself denied
this.

When, on Zaitsev’s order, the capture group loosened its grip, Peterson
jerked her hands to herself - and the KGB fighters noticed something under
her armpit.
Like all American intelligence officers in Moscow, Martha wore an SRR-100
under her clothes, a secret device for listening to conversations of KGB
surveillance officers. Men wore it on a plastic tape on their chest. For two
obvious reasons, Martha was very uncomfortable with this. Moreover, the
device was cold and had sharp edges. Only closer to the finale, the technical
officers made her a special version for wearing under the armpit.

Martha's Hidden Radio
The secret receiver in no way helped Peterson detect the interest of the
security organs: the KGB conducted the operation in complete radio silence
mode. The first assumption by state security officials about a strange object
was a logical one - “It’s a gun!” A fierce scuffle ensued, which was captured
by the agency in the photographs of an imported Polaroid.
At Lubyanka

Zaitsev’s people did not find a microphone in Martha’s ear. Next there was
a trip around Moscow in the evening in a black minibus, which Peterson
naturally compared to the Stalinist “Black Raven.” Along the way, Zaitsev
gallantly buttoned her watch strap, which was broken during the brawl. As
a joke she shook hands, extremely surprised and embarrassed.
At Lubyanka, the whole gang burst into the briefing room at the entrance.
The American held up proudly and mischievously, refused to sign anything,
flaunted a lack of knowledge of the Russian language, and demanded that
they call the embassy.
We dialed the home phone number of Cliff, an employee of the US Embassy
in charge of such situations. For some strange reason, the KGB stubbornly
called her “Paterson” - confusing the first vowel. Which surprised Martha
and remained in “TASS is Authorized to Announce” TV series, where she is
mentioned along with employees of the embassy in an order of “Easter
eggs.”
Due to an error in the surname, Cliff, groggy, did not even understand who
they were talking about. He decided that some stupid tourist had gone to
the wrong place and landed at the KGB. When he rushed to Lubyanka and
entered the conference room, his eyes turned square - instead of the
obscure Miss Paterson, he did not expect the Martha of drinking bouts that
he knew well.

Martha Peterson at Lubyanka, the cache in the form of a rock
and items taken from Martha
Opening the package in the “rock” became for Martha the most frustrating
moment in her life - worse even the news of her husband’s death. She still
recalls this moment in horror. Her entire professional being shouted:
“they are not supposed to open it, it’s Top Secret, they don’t
have access!”
But the KGB's right to access the delicious CIA secrets was deeply purple.
There was a note in the package for an accidental passerby with strong
advice to throw the find into the river and forget it. Next came the letter to
Ogorodnik from the CIA, contact lenses and liquid for them, rolls of rubles
and emerald jewelry.
Martha was even amused by the subsequent opening process and would
have made more than one facepalm - if this concept had existed in 1977.
The KGB officer who read the message abruptly fell silent before
announcing the impressiveness of the amount attached - and did not dare
to voice it, so as not to provoke evil thoughts in the present Soviet citizens.

Then the turmoil began, because the package was opened on the opened-up
newspaper "Pravda," but to photograph it they urgently needed white
paper.
But when they got a pen out of the container, Martha was no longer
laughing. The KGB officer in charge of the interrogation turned gray. He
ordered the technician to gently place it on the table and not touch it
anymore. This meant that Ogorodnik had either been arrested or had had
time to use the poison. By the way the interrogation manager was angry at
the sight of the pen, Marta guessed that Trianon was dead.

Opening the dead drop rock cache
Martha and Cliff left the Lubyanka door at two in the morning. She
maliciously recalled that she would have paid a lot to attend the debriefing
at Lubyanka - when the KGB had clearly realized that they had missed the
“simple slut” and along with it the most important CIA contact officer.
Because - "well, she was a woman, drinking and promiscuous, what is there
to make of her."
Here the story ends

As a diplomat, Peterson was declared persona non grata, and a few days
later she left the USSR forever. The Soviet press accused her of spying and
providing poison to a Soviet citizen, while the Americans rolled out to the
USSR a claim for a broken watch strap and bruises on Martha’s hands.

.
Afterwards, based on the stories of his friends from the KGB, Yulian
Semenov wrote the novel “TASS is authorized to Announce”, where he
rethought all these events extremely creatively - up to the transportation of
drugs by treacherous American imperialists inside the corpses of infants.
Well, at least it was not inside dead kittens, out of greater
compassion.
Well, then the release of the novel was followed by a film adaptation in the
form of a popular television series.
Martha Peterson served in the CIA for many more years: she taught future
American intelligence officers how to hoodwink enemy counterintelligence
and how to act if you were “taken.” She was also engaged in other

interesting matters - having earned an award for success in the fight against
international terrorism.
In 2012, the American published a memoir entitled The Widow Spy: My
CIA Journey from the Jungles of Laos to Prison in Moscow, slightly
cursing the truth. She did not stay in prison for a minute, even in Lubyanka
they did not put her in a cell. These memoirs have not yet been translated
into Russian, and that’s a pity.

Martha Peterson

Conspiracy theories exist around the Trianon story.
For example, that the Americans deliberately “leaked” a frightened and less
useful agent in order to divert attention from yet unknown more serious
“moles.” Or that Ogorodnik was deliberately allowed to kill himself during
the capture, so that he would not tell unnecessary details about his
relationship with his new fiancée - the daughter of the Secretary of the
CPSU Central Committee, Konstantin Rusakov.

But the irony of fate is that Ogorodnik was recruited in a Turkish bath by a
CIA officer named Aldrich Ames. In 1985, he himself betrayed his country,
becoming the most important KGB agent in the CIA system. Ames leaked
two dozen critical agents to Moscow - which is considered the biggest leak
and disaster of American intelligence in the history of the Cold War.
Betrayal is contagious.
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